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In the article we consider the 5D spacetime physical set-up with a ghost-like bulk scalar field and the 3-brane at the origin of extra coordinate. Performing detailed investigation of corresponding action and Einstein equations we present new possible brane model solutions.
PACS numbers: 11.25.-w, 11.25. Wx, 11.27.+d Recently in the paper [1] it was presented a simple standing wave brane model in 5D spacetime. Corresponding physical system consists of 3-brane located at the origin of extra dimension and a phantom/ghost scalar field in the bulk.
In this article for the same physical set-up we present new possible solutions that dramatically differ from those found in the paper [1] .
In what follows we will derive new brane model solutions by consistent and detailed investigation of corresponding action and Einstein equations of the system.
Let's begin with action. The 5D action of the system under consideration is
where parameter k obeys the relation k 2 = 8πG = 8π M 3 (G and M are the 5-dimensional Newton constant and the 5-dimensional Planck mass scale, respectively), L Br is the 3-brane Lagrangian, L Ghost is the phantom/ghost field Lagrangian and Λ is 5D cosmological constant.
The variation of the action (1) with respect to the 5-dimensional metric tensor g AB leads to Einstein equations:
Here T AB is phantom/ghost scalar field energy-momentum tensor
and λ AB denotes the energy-momentum tensor of the brane which acts as a gravitational source even in the absence of particle excitations on it. Using (3) equations (2) can be rewritten in the form:
where λ = g AB λ AB . The metric ansatz we use is
where a is a constant and the function u depends on time t and on absolute value |r| of extra coordinate which varies within ]−∞, +∞[. In the limiting case φ ≡ 0 and u(t, |r|) ≡ 0 the model will be identical to the well known Randall-Sundrum model [2] . Taking into account symmetry properties of the metric (5) we assume that phantom-like scalar field depends only on time t and absolute value |r| of extra coordinate, i.e. φ = φ (t, |r|).
Due to all conditions introduced above equations (4) To solve this system of equations we split it as follows: 
Equation (6) fixes relation between bulk cosmological constant Λ and the parameter a in the exponential warp factor of the metric (5), and through it the bulk cosmological constant will be fine-tuned to the brane tension (11).
According to equation (7) we can set the relation between metric function u (t, |r|) and phantom-like scalar field φ (t, |r|) as
The system of five equations (9) for the brane energy-momentum tensor components can be easily solved and the result is as follows:
where u (t, 0) and ∂u ∂|r| (t, 0) denote the values of u(t, r) and its derivative with respect to |r| at the origin r = 0 respectively. Now we return to equation (8) and, using the separation of variables u (t, |r|) = τ (t) λ (|r|), decouple it as follows:
where C is some constant and overdots and primes denote derivatives with respect to t and |r|, respectively. There are three different cases for C, namely C = 0, C = ω 2 and C = −ω 2 , where ω > 0 is some real constant. For the case C = 0 we have following equations:
and the corresponding solution is:
where c 1 , c 2 , c 3 and c 4 are some real constants.
For the case C = ω 2 > 0 equations get following form:
where c 1 , c 2 , c 3 and c 4 are some real constants, I 2 (x) and K 2 (x) are second-order modified Bessel functions of first and second kind respectively. And, finally, for the case C = −ω 2 < 0 equations get form:
and the corresponding solution is: 
where c 1 , c 2 , c 3 and c 4 are some real constants, J 2 (x) and Y 2 (x) are second-order Bessel functions of first and second kind respectively. In the article [1] authors examined the solution (18) and some its physical implications. In our future publications we will investigate trapping of various matter fields (see [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] ) on the brane at the origin of extra coordinate in the models defined by all this solutions.
